USB Flash Drives!

2021 Edition
The nice thing about a USB flash drive, you can fit the entire Ruby or Jack Flanders onto a device the size of your thumb. They make stylish-tech gifts too.

The USBs are identical to our mp3 downloads, it’s an excellent sound, but we decided to add something new -

**Hi-Res USB**

We now have High Resolution Audio on USB. “High-Resolution” means 16-bit, 44.1 kHz sample rate. For example, the sample rate for our mp3 is 320 kbps (kilobits per second). But with Hi-Res, the sample rate is 1,411 kbps, the sound is identical to our CD.

Note: Hi-Res isn’t as convenient as mp3, it will use up about 4 times more space. Hi-Res is ideal for an Audiophile, you will hear much more detail & depth of sound.

For series descriptions, see our catalog. “HR” means Hi-Res.

- **FREE Shipping & Handling** -

### The Fourth Tower of Inverness

Classic Jack, the first and one of the best ever!

- 7.5 hours.
- **FTUSB** $40
- **FTUSBHR** $50

### Moon Over Morocco

Meatball Fulton’s favorite. With sounds & music recorded in Tangier and Marrakesh. 10 hours.

- **MOMUSB** $45
- **MOMUSBHR** $5

### Dreams of Rio

With sounds & music recorded in Rio de Janeiro and the Amazon. 6 hours.

- **DRUSB** $35
- **DRUSBHR** $45

### The Incredible Adventures of Jack Flanders

A wild fantasy adventure featuring Tim’s music. 5 hours

- **JFUSB** $30
- **JFUSBHR** $40

### The Fantastic Voyages of Captain Jack Flanders


- **FV7USB** $45
- **FV7USBHR** $55

### Travels with Jack

All four stories: Dreams of the Amazon, Dreams of India, Dreams of Bali, and Dreams of Sumatra. 8 hours.

- **TJ8USB** $45
- **TJ8USBHR** $55

### The Absolute Jack Flanders


- **PPSUSB** $360
More Adventures of Jack Flanders

Traveling Jack
All four stories: Dreams of the Blue Morpho, Somewhere Next Door to Reality, Do That in Real Life? and The Eye of Van Gogh. 8 hours.
TNJ8USB $45
TNJ8USBHR $55

Steam Dreamers of Inverness
All four stories: Parts 1, 2, 3 & 4. 8 hours.
SD8USB $45
SD8USBHR $55

Green Velvet Chair Trilogy, Jack Flanders Finale
Including: The Green Velvet Chair, League of the Green Velvet Chair, and Madonna in a Green Velvet Chair. 5.5 hours
GVTUSB $35
GVTUSBHR $40

The Adventures of Ruby

RUBY 1, The Adventures of Ruby
Ruby, A smart, tough & sassy detective. 3.5 hours
RCDUSB $25
RCDUSBHR $29

RUBY 2, The Further Adventures
Ruby returns, and there are two Rubys! 4 hours.
R2USB $25
R2USBHR $35

The Complete Ruby 3
The Underworld and The Invisible World. 10 hours.
R3ABUSB $45
R3ABUSBHR $55

The Complete Ruby 4
Including: The Moon Coins of Sonto Lore, The Turban of El Morya, Dark Night of the Reptoids, and Mad Moon for Rubina. 8 hours.
R4S8USB $45
R4S8USBHR $55

The Absolutely Complete Ruby
Buy all the Rubys! Absolutely everything! Including: Ruby 1, Ruby 2, Ruby 3, Ruby 4, Ruby 5, Ruby 6, Ruby 6.5, Ruby 7, Ruby 7.5, Ruby 8, Ruby 9, Ruby 9.5 and the newest, Ruby 10. 45 hours!
BPSUSB $200
#1. When you order The Absolutely Complete Jack Flanders or The Absolutely Complete Ruby on mp3, you will receive a maple wood USB. Plus, it will be in a ZBS engraved maple box.
It is truly a fine box, with a tiny magnet that keeps the lid snapped shut. Or, as Little Frieda might exclaim, “Wowie Zowie!”

Note: The maple wood USB you see, is only for the Complete Jack or Complete Ruby on mp3 (because they really cost us a lot).

#2. When you order any HR “Hi-Res” USB, it will be a SanDisk Cruzer Glide (seen in the photo below), and it too will come in a maple box.

We are offering 12 (twelve) Jack & Ruby titles on Hi-Res (85 hours). We may add more in the future.